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Summary
This project presents a methodology to design very fast and
robust analog controls for power converters.
The project is organized as follows:
• Chapter 1 is an introduction covering the motivation of the
work, a brief explanation of the main concepts in order to
understand the content of the work and the objectives of
the work.
• Chapter 2 presents the derivation of the large-signal discrete model of the power converters and its experimental
validation.
• Chapter 3 presents the stability analysis based on Floquet
theory of the power converters, its experimental validation
and a sensitivity analysis of some controls.
• Chapter 4 presents the proposed methodology that uses
the discrete model of chapter 2 to optimize the dynamic
behavior and the stability analysis of chapter 3 to assure a
robust operation. The algorithm is experimentally verified
also.
• Chapter 5 is a throughout comparison of the dynamic behavior of several analog controls at different conditions.
• Chapter 6 ends the work with the conclusions, the future
work and the publications.
iii
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Chapter 1

Introduction
his chapter serves as an introduction for the project. This
T
chapter covers the motivation of the work and the state of
the art, a brief overview of different analog control techniques
for power converters and the objective of the work.

1.1

Motivation and previous works

The control is a crucial part of power converters. In Pointof-Load DC/DC converters, a very fast reaction of the control
strategy can greatly reduce the required output capacitor by
taking most of the effort not to allow the output voltage to
drop when a load step occurs at the output. Also, in power
supplies feeding microprocessors, a very fast dynamic response
under voltage reference steps allows for Dynamic Voltage Scaling
where the output voltage is changed according to the operation
of the microprocessor in order to reduce the power consumption.
Digital controls like Minimum Time control [1], [2] and the
Centric-based control [3] can achieve an outstanding dynamic
response by calculating mathematically the ON-state and OFF1
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state that need to be applied in order to reach the desired steadystate.
For very fast switching converters in the order of MHz, digital controls cannot offer enough resolution and, consequently,
analog controls are used. Unfortunately, the design of analog
controls is not easy. The Bode diagram is usually used to tune
the linear controller where the designer chooses a crossover frequency and stability margins. The output impedance can give
an estimation of the reaction of the control under load steps,
and the bandwidth of the loop gain gives also an estimation of
how fast the control can react but, in the end, the frequency
response technique shows the small-signal behavior of the converter and to infer the large-signal properties of the system from
it is daring. At which bandwidth the control presents the best
dynamic response? At which phase margin?
The problem grows with the apparition of ripple-based controls
(fig.1.1). In these controls, one or more signals from the power
stage are added in an outer loop usually called fast loop that
act as the triangular modulator signal of the control. This way,
the control can present inherently a feedforward1 of the signals
that are being used in the fast loop. Designers of ripple-based
controls need to tune not only the linear controller of the inner
slow loop but also the weights of the signals of the fast loop.
Furthermore, ripple-based controls are prone to sub-harmonic
oscillations2 and, thus, a compensating ramp needs to be added
to stabilize the control. Several question arises about the design
of the control: how to optimize the gains and the ramp of the
fast loop?, how to optimize the linear controller?, how to assure
robustness over the operation region? On the other hand, can
there be a study that provide designers a clear view of which
control is better for their scenario.
This work will try to answer these questions by proposing an
algorithm to optimize analog controls of power converters. Also,
a throughout study will be carry out to provide designers with
1 Section
2 Section

2

1.2 further explains this concept.
1.3 covers the phenomenon of sub-harmonic oscillations.
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Figure 1.1: V 2 , a ripple-based control.

a clear view of which control is better for their scenario.

1.2

Analog controls of power electronics

Figures 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 show the conceptual scheme of different analog control strategies: Voltage mode, Peak current
mode, V 2 and V 2 Ic . This section briefly covers the fundamentals of these controls.

1.2.1

Voltage Mode control

Voltage mode control (fig.1.2) is the most common way to control a Buck converter. It only employs a linear controller to regulate the ouput voltage and a ramp signal to create the PWM.
A type-III controller is usually used in order to boost the phase
at the crossover frequency.
3
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Figure 1.2: Voltage mode control.

Figure 1.3: Peak current mode control.

4
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Figure 1.4: V 2 control.

Figure 1.5: V 2 Ic control.
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Figure 1.6: Operation of Peak current mode control.

1.2.2

Peak Current Mode control

Peak current mode control (fig.1.3) uses the inductor current as
the triangular signal for the modulation. This a popular control
because of two reasons: it provides a feedforward of the input
voltage as the slope of the inductor current is dependent on it
and it provides directly an overshoot current protection as the
output of the linear controller sets the maximum value of the
inductor current as seen in figure 1.6. A compensating ramp is
needed to stabilize the circuit for duty cycles3 more than 50%.

1.2.3

V 2 control

V 2 [5] (fig.1.4) is a ripple-based control that uses the output
voltage as the triangular signal for the PWM. As a consequence,
when the converter is perturbated with a load step, the output
voltage changes which changes the duty cycle and the system is
able to react very fast. A compensating ramp can be added to
help to stabilize the converter.
3 Actually, this is only true in open-loop. Sub-harmonics could appear
at less than 50% when the voltage loop is closed as shown in [4]. Chapter
3, section 3.5 discusses about this.

6
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1.2.4

V 2 Ic control

V 2 Ic [6] (fig.1.5) is also a ripple-based control that uses both the
output voltage and the current through the output capacitor as
the triangular signal for the PWM. As the current through the
output capacitor is the inductor current minus the output current, this control presents inherently a feed-forward of the output current and, thus, it is very fast under load steps. The current through the output capacitor is sensed indirectly by means
of a trans-impedance amplifier [7]. This control will be further
explain in chapter 2, section 2.2.

1.3

Sub-harmonic oscillations in power
converters

Power converters exhibit a phenomenon called sub-harmonic oscillations. In a time-domain waveform, sub-harmonic oscillation
are seen as a periodic oscillation between two or more duty cycles (fig.1.7). This operation mode is stable in the sense that the
output voltage is regulated but it is not desirable as the output
voltage ripple and the inductor current ripple are bigger than in
the case of normal operation.
Sub-harmonic oscillations can be predicted by the Bode diagram. As the converter comes closer to a sub-harmonic oscillation, the loop gain increases at half of the switching frequency
[4] (fig.1.8). If the gain keeps on increasing, a new crossover
frequency at fsw /2 will be created where the Nyquist criteria
would have to be evaluated again. If -1 is encircled, then, subharmonic oscillations will appear in the converter.
As the gain and the phase of the frequency response have to be
evaluated at fsw /2, a common averaged model cannot predict
sub-harmonic oscillations, as it is not accurate at those frequencies.
Several models are available in the literature that are accurate
at half the switching frequency. An enhanced averaged model
7
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Figure 1.7: Example of a sub-harmonic oscillation. The duty cycle,
the inductor current and the output voltage are shown.

was proposed by Tang et al. [4] and Tan and Middlebrook [8]
for current-mode controls that introduces the information of the
ripple of the inductor current and the compensating ramp in the
modulation block. Recently, in 2010, Li and Lee [5] proved that
Ridley’s model falls short in predicting the behavior at fsw /2
of ripple-based controls that uses the output voltage in the fast
loop and proposed a new modeling based in the Describing Function technique4 for the V 2 control [5].

1.3.1

Bifurcation phenomena

Although practitioners of power converters called these phenomena sub-harmonic oscillations, they are called bifurcations
in control theory. Specifically, a sub-harmonic oscillation is a
period-doubling bifurcation where the system is unable to maintain a T-periodic solution and the system becomes 2T-periodic
(refer to fig.1.7 to see that, when the converter exhibits a sub4 Chapter 3, section 3.5 presents further information and discusses about
the Describing Function technique.

8
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Figure 1.8: The gain returns to 0dB as a consequence of a peak at
fsw /2.

harmonic oscillation, the system becomes 2T-periodic where T
is the switching period of the converter).
This phenomenon occurs when a perturbation in a state variable grows over a switching period. Figure 1.9.a shows how the
perturbation grows on a Peak current mode control with high
duty cycle.
In this project, sub-harmonic oscillations will be studied from
the point of view of bifurcations.

1.3.2

Compensating ramp

In order to increase the stability of a converter, a compensating
ramp is usually added to the fast loop.
Figure 1.9.b shows how the sub-harmonic oscillation can be prevented by adding the ramp, which modifies the evolution of the
perturbation, preventing it from increasing over a period.
The effect of the ramp can also be seen on the Bode diagram as
a reduction or even elimination of the peak of the loop gain at
fsw /2 (fig.1.10).
9
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(a) With no ramp, the perturbation grows for d >
0.5.

(b) Adding a ramp can prevent the sub-harmonic
oscillation.

Figure 1.9: Open-loop Peak current mode control with and without
compensating ramp.

Figure 1.10: Adding a compensating ramp reduces or eliminates the
peak at fsw /2.

10
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1.4

Objective of the project

The objective of the project is to develop a methodology in order to design analog controls of power converters. In order to do
that, a large-signal model needs to be derived. Such model has
to represent accurately the dynamic behavior of the power converter. Also, a stability analysis that can predict sub-harmonic
oscillations is needed in order to assure robustness of the control.
With these tools, an optimization algorithm will be developed
in order to design the analog control of power converter for both
fast and robust behavior.

11
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Chapter 2

Discrete Modeling
his chapter presents the derivation of the models of the
T
systems in order to compute the large-signal behavior of
the power converters.

2.1

Previous considerations

The selected modeling technique must exhibit sub-harmonic oscillations for an appropriate prediction of the behavior of the
converter. This means that a traditional averaged model is not
sufficient as the effect of the ripple of the signals is not included
with this technique.
In the scientific literature, there are several approaches to derive models of power converter that can predict sub-harmonic
oscillations, mostly applied to common control techniques. Tan
and Middlebrook [8] and Tang et al. [4] proposed a model for
the Peak current mode and the Average current model control, respectively, both based on the modeling of the modulation
stage. Li and Lee [5] employed the Describing Function technique (DF) to model as an unified system a V 2 constant on-time
control. These techniques provide a control-to-output and out13
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put impedance transfer function in symbolic form from which
an open-loop stability criterion, an study of the movement of
poles and zeros [9, 10] and an equivalent circuit model [11] can
be derived. The DF technique achieves an excellent modeling
of the V 2 -controlled Buck converter and it is up to now the
best tool to understand the behavior of the system. However,
it may fall short for more complex ripple-based controllers such
as V 2 Ic control where a great number of state variables needs
to be taken into account, not only the inductor current and the
voltage in the output capacitor. Also, for very high switching
converters, the ripple of the output voltage caused by the ESL
can be dominant and, thus, it needs to be included in the modeling, increasing again the complexity by adding another state
variable.
In the 90s, the sub-harmonic oscillations started to be studied
from the point of view of bifurcation phenomena. The subharmonic oscillation can be predicted by means of the Floquet
theory that, for a T-periodic system, establishes whether a perturbation will grow over the period. For the analysis of the
stability, first, the discrete model of the system is derived and,
then, by means of the Jacobian matrix or the Filippov’s method
[12], the stability is assessed. The evaluation of the stability is
usually numerical but some papers have managed to derive stability criteria in a symbolic way [13, 14]. These stability criteria
is for a converter with the slow loop opened, where the reference signal is constant rather than being controlled by a linear
controller.
Unfortunately, when the loop is closed, the system usually tends
to be more unstable. For example, an open-loop Peak currentmode Buck converter without a compensating ramp becomes
unstable from a duty cycle greater than 50% but when the loop
is closed, a sub-harmonic oscillation can appear for duty cycles
less than 0.5. This is shown already in the Ridley current-mode
model [4] but in most of the academic literature, the stability
region without compensating ramp is still referred as d < 0.5.
This results in a stability condition that does not represent the
14
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actual behavior of the closed-loop power converter. To derive a
symbolic closed-loop stability criterion seems to be prohibitively
complex in most cases. For example, a type-III controller will
add three state variables. Furthermore, for the derivation of
the symbolic discrete model the differential equation ẋ = Ax +
Bu needs to be solved in time-domain and, for the common
approach, A needs to be invertible. Unfortunately, the inclusion
of the state variables of a controller with a integral action will
make the matrix A non invertible and, thus, a symbolic discrete
map cannot be derived. In [15], a closed-loop converter with a
PI controller was simplified by considering only the proportional
part as, at fsw /2, is the one defining the stability. However, in
ripple-based controls a pure integral type-I controller is usually
used, so this approach is not sufficient.
Also, the inclusion of the ESL generates a problem that is illustrated in table 2.1. The derivation of stability criteria using this method relies on the simplification eAT ' I + AT or
eAT ' I + AT + 12 A2 T 2 which usually works remarkable well
for power converters. But table 2.1 shows for a 5 MHz Buck
converter, that when the ESL is considered, the simplification
is very inaccurate. Therefore, a symbolic closed-loop modeling
and stability criteria of V 2 Ic using discrete modeling and Floquet theory is too complex and maybe not even feasible.
However, a simulation-based analysis based on the discrete modeling together with the Floquet theory can achieve extremely
precise results in the modeling and the stability of the converter. This methodology can be easily implemented in commercial software and the intuitiveness of a transfer function or
symbolic equations that can help to understand the system are
lost in favor of high accuracy of the results and easy extension
to other controls.
The next chapters explain the derivation of the discrete modeling of power converters starting from the piece-wise smooth
model of the system and continuing with the mathematical derivation of the discrete map.
15
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Table 2.1: Accuracy of the different approximations for the exponential of a matrix A1 T with and without considering the ESL.
without ESL
A1
(symbolic)



−1
C(R+ESR)


R
C(R+ESR)

−R
L(R+ESR)

−R·ESR
L(R+ESR)

e

I + A1 T+
+ 21 A21 T2

0
 0

−1
ESL


0.04
0.95






0.04
1






0.04
0.95

0.97
−1.99

I + A1 T







0.94
−1.93

A1 T

2.2



with ESL

0.93
−1.96

0
−R
L
R
ESL

0.94
−1.92
−2.53
1
 0
−500


−9
−750
1.8e5


1
C
R

L
−(R+ESR)
ESL

0.04
0.95
0.92
0
−2
750

15
1.1e3
−2.8e5


0
0004 
0.004

0.04
3 
−751.5

−15.01
−1.1e3
2.8e5

Derivation of the piece-wise model

Power converters can be described with a piece-wise smooth
model (2.1)where the converter is represented with two or more
state space models and conditions to switch from one state space
model to another. In the case of a Buck converter, the system
presents two states: the state 1 is when the high-side MOSFET
of the Buck converter is conducting and the state 0 is when the
low-side MOSFET is conducting.
dx(t)
=
dt

(

A0 x(t) + B0 u, if state 0
A1 x(t) + B1 u, if state 1

(2.1)

In order to derive these equations, the state variables x(t) and
the input variables u need to be identified. These variables not
only include the currents and voltages of the power stage but
16
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also the state variables of the control stage. Then, the statespace model of each state needs to be derived.
Also, the switching conditions to switch from one state space
model to another have to be identified and modelled as a switching hypersurface of the form of (2.2):
hij (x, t) = Kx(t) + Gu + m(t)

(2.2)

This equation means that the condition to switch from state i
to state j is a linear combination of the state variables and the
input variables and another time-dependent parameter.

2.2.1

Example with V 2 Ic control

This subsection presents the derivation of the piece-wise smooth
model of the V 2 Ic control as an exemplary exercise.
Study of the V 2 Ic control: parameters, state variables
and input variables
V 2 Ic control [6] (fig.2.1) was previously presented in chapter
1, section 1.2 where the very fast response under load steps
and voltage reference tracking was discussed. In this section, a
detailed insight of the different parts of the system is presented
in order to correctly model the power converter.
V 2 Ic uses the current through the output capacitor in the control and, in order not to influence the measurement, this is
sensed indirectly with a trans-impedance amplifier [7] (fig.2.1)
which, for analysis purposes, is equivalent to a RLC network
(fig.2.2).
If the gain and phase of the RLC network is proportional to the
gain and phase of the output capacitor, then the current through
the RLC network will mirror the current through the output
capacitor with a certain gain. A mismatch in the gain or phase
17
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Figure 2.1: V 2 Ic , with the current sensor.

Figure 2.2: Sensor behaves like a RLC network.

18
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(a) The sensor matches perfectly the impedance of the output capacitor. The measurement is correct.

(b) The ESL of the output capacitor is bigger than the one
estimated. The measurement is distorted.

Figure 2.3: Current through the parallel network for a correct sensor
design (a) and for a mismatch in the ESL of the output capacitor (b).

will provoke a distorted measurement of the current (fig.2.3).
Although this does not affect much the dynamic behavior of the
converter as it is more related to the sudden change under load
steps, it may eventually induce sub-harmonics oscillations in the
system as it is a ripple-based control that uses that measurement
as part of the triangular control signal.
For this reason, V 2 Ic control needs to be robust against variations in the parasitic ESR and ESL of the output capacitor.
The compensating ramp, the gain of the current sensor and the
gain of the error voltage of the fast loop are design parameters
to help maintain stability over the desired operation range of
19
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Figure 2.4: Scheme of a Buck Converter with V 2 Ic control.

the duty cycle.
Figure 2.4 shows an electrical model of the V 2 Ic control with
all the considered parasitic elements. The ON-resistance of the
switches Ron1 and Ron0 , the resistance of the inductor, RL , the
ESR, and the ESL of the output capacitor are the parasitic
elements of the power stage. The compensating ramp, vramp
is modeled over a period T as vramp (t) = mramp · t + H where
mramp is the slope of the ramp and H is the offset voltage. The
peak-to-peak amplitude of the ramp is Vpp = mramp · T . The
linear regulator is a type-I controller with resistance Rf and
capacitor Cf . The gain of the error of the output voltage is Kv .
As discussed, for a correct measurement of the current, the
impedance of the parallel network must be proportional to the
impedance of the output capacitor, ZCout = n · ZRLC , where n
is the gain of the current sensor:
Cs =

C
; Rs = n · ESR; Ls = n · ESL
n

(2.3)

When these conditions are fulfilled, the current through the parallel network is 1/n times the current through the output capac20
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itor
is = ic ·

1
n

(2.4)

The measurement of the output capacitor current is, then, weighted
with a gain Kic .
The state variables, x, of the system are the voltage in the output capacitance, vc , the voltage in the capacitance of the parallel
network, vs , the current through the inductor, iL , the current
through the output capacitor, ic , the current through the parallel network, is , and the voltage in the capacitor of the regulator,
vf :
x(t) = vc (t), vs (t), iL (t), ic (t), is (t), vf (t)

T

(2.5)

The input variables, u, are the input voltage, Vin , the reference
voltage, Vref , and current demanded by the load, Iload :
u = (Vin , Vref , Iload )T

(2.6)

State-space equations of the V 2 Ic control
The derivation of the system is as follows.
The output voltage is:
vout (t) = (iL (t) − ic (t) − is (t) − Iload )R

(2.7)

The voltage through the inductor depends on the state of the
power stage. For the state 1 is:
1
vL
(t) = L

di1L (t)
= Vin − (Ron1 + RL )iL (t) − vout (t)
dt

(2.8)

and for the state 0:
0
vL
(t) = L

di0L (t)
= −(Ron0 + RL )iL (t) − vout (t)
dt

(2.9)
21
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The current through the output capacitor is:
ic (t) = C

dvc (t)
dt

(2.10)

The voltage in the ESL of the output capacitor is:
vESL (t) = ESL

dic (t)
= vout (t) − vc − ESR · ic (t)
dt

(2.11)

The equations of the RLC network are equivalent to (2.10) and
(2.11):
dvs (t)
is (t) = Cs
(2.12)
dt
dis (t)
vLs (t) = Ls
= vout (t) − vs − Rs · is (t)
(2.13)
dt
The state equation of the type-I controller is:
Vref − vout (t)
dvf (t)
=
dt
Rf C f

(2.14)

An expression of the form of (2.1) can then be derived by using
the nomenclature of (2.5) and (2.6) and combining (2.7) with
the equations (2.8)–(2.14). The result is shown in the Appendix
along with the piecewise-smooth models of other analog controls.
Switching hypersurface of the V 2 Ic control
The switching hyper-surface that takes into account the switching from state 1 to state 0 is the intersection of the control signal
with the reference signal (fig.2.4).
h10 (x, t) = vcontrol (t) − vref erence (t)

(2.15)

The control signal, vcontrol , presents the fast rippled signals.
It is composed by the measurement of the current through the
output capacitor weighted by a factor, n·Kic ·ic , by the weighted
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output voltage, Kv · vout , and by a compensating ramp, vramp :

vcontrol (t) = vramp (t) + n · Kic · ic (t) + Kv · vout (t)

(2.16)

The reference signal, vref erence , presents the slow regulated signal. It is composed by the reference voltage, Vref , and the
output voltage of the linear controller, vf :
vref erence (t) = Vref − vf (t)

(2.17)

Combining equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17), the
switching condition to go from state 1 to state 0 is:
h10 (x, t) = Kx(t) + Gu + mramp t + H

(2.18)

where
K = (0, 0, Kv R, − Kv R, Kic n − Kv R, − 1)

G = (0 − 1 Kv R)

(2.19)

(2.20)

The Appendix includes the switching hypersurfaces of other analog controls.

2.2.2

The augmented state-vector

Due to the integral action of the closed-loop control, the matrices
A0 and A1 are non invertible. Then, the solution of the differential equation dx(t)/dt = Ax(t) + Bu, needed for the derivation
of the discrete model, cannot be directly solved, and rather,
another approach is needed.
The augmented state-vector [16] provides an elegant method to
solve the problem by creating a new variable vector, y, that is
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composed by the state variables (2.5) and the input variables
(2.6):
T
y (t) = vc (t), vs (t), iL (t), ic (t), is (t), vf (t), Vin , Vref , Iload
(2.21)
In this way, the system can be defined as:
dy (t)
=
dt

(

Â0 y (t), if state 0
Â1 y (t), if state 1

(2.22)

where
Â0 =


A0
0


B0
;
0


Â1 =

A1
0

B1
0


(2.23)

The switching hyper-surface that takes into account the switching from state 1 to state 0 is:
h10 (y, t) = K̂y (t) + mramp t + H

(2.24)

K̂ = (K, G)

(2.25)

where

2.3

Derivation of the discrete model

The derivation of the discrete model is the same for every power
converter with two states.
The discrete model of the system is a function or collection of
functions that relate the state variables at the beginning of a
period with the state variables at the end of that period.
Let T be the switching period of the control and the sample
period of the discrete model. Let the initial state, yk , be the
value of the variables of the vector y (t) at the beginning of the
period and let the final state, yk+1 , be the value of the variables
24
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of the vector y at the end of the period. Let d be the duty cycle,
where t = dT is the time at which the converter changes to state
0.
• From t = 0 to t = dT , the converter is in state 1 and the
differential equation governing the system is:
dy (t)
= Â1 y (t)
dt
The time-domain solution of (2.26) is:
ˆ

y (t) = eA1 t · yk

(2.26)

(2.27)

• At t = dT , the system switches from state 1 to state 0.
Eq. (2.24) represents the switching condition and can be
used to derive a relation between the duty cycle and the
initial state:


h10 y (dT ), dT = K̂y (dT ) + mramp dT + H = 0

(2.28)

Eq. (2.27) evaluated at t = dT is:
ˆ

y (dT ) = eA1 dT · yk

(2.29)

Substituting (2.29) in (2.28) yields the relation between
the duty cycle and the initial state:
g (yk , d) = 0

(2.30)

where
g (yk , d) = K̂ · eÂ1 dT yk + mramp dT + H = 0

(2.31)

• From t = dT to t = T , the converter is in state 0 and the
differential equation governing the system is:
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dy (t)
= Â0 y(t)
dt
The time-domain solution of (2.32) is:
ˆ

y (t) = eA0 (t−dT ) · y(dT )

(2.32)

(2.33)

Substituting (2.29) in (2.33) yields the time-domain solution of state 0 as a function of the duty cycle and the
initial state:
ˆ

ˆ

y (t) = eA0 (t−dT ) eA1 dT yk

(2.34)

Eq. (2.34) evaluated at t = T yields the relation between
the final state and the initial state and the duty cycle:
yk+1 = f (yk , d)

(2.35)

yk+1 = eÂ0 (1−d)T · eÂ1 dT · yk

(2.36)

where

Equations (2.30) and (2.35) form the large-signal closed-loop
implicit discrete model of the converter:
yk+1 = f (yk , d);

g (yk , d) = 0

(2.37)

Normally, this model would be explicit, where the duty cycle can
be obtained as an explicit function of the initial state1 , but this
is achieved by simplifying the exponential term of eq. (2.31) by
its first or second Taylor expansions2 . However, when the ESL of
the output capacitor is included in the model, this simplification
is not valid (refer to table 2.1) and therefore the function that
relates the initial state and the duty cycle is implicit.
1 An explicit function that relates the duty cycle and the initial state is
of the form: d = ϕ(yk )
2 The first and second Taylor expansion of an exponential matrix are:
eÂ1 dT ' I + Â1 dT ' I + Â1 dT + I + 21 Â21 d2 T 2
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Note that the discrete model is not a discrete transfer function
G(z). The derived discrete model is nonlinear and presents no
simplifications. Furthermore, the state variables at any point
can be obtained from the model using equations (2.27) and
(2.34). For a fast computation time, (2.37) can be used to show
only the state variables at the beginning of each period whereas
equations (2.27), (2.30) and (2.34) can be used for a detailed
simulation that includes the ripple of the signals. Unless otherwise specified, this project uses this last method for the discrete
modeling results.

2.4

Validation of the modeling of V 2 Ic
control

This section compares the results from the derived discrete model
of the V 2 Ic control with simulation results and to an experimental prototype to validate the goodness of the model.

2.4.1

Simulation results

The parameters of the converter (fig.2.4) are: Vin = 4.5V ,
Vref = 1V , Iload = 0A, R = 1.8Ω, L = 100nH, RL = 10mΩ,
R1 = R0 = 50mΩ, C = 5µF , ESR = 5mΩ, ESL = 400pH,
Ki = 1/(Rf Cf ) = 3.7 · 105 Ω−1 F −1 , Kv = 1, Kic = 0.12,
Vpp = mramp T = 0.9V , H = 0V . The current sensor is designed
with a gain of n = 1000: Cs = C/n = 5nF , Rs = nESR = 5Ω,
Ls = nESL = 400nH.
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show a comparison between the discrete
model derived including the ripple and simulation results showing agreement in the dynamic behavior and the ripple of the
signals.
Figure 2.7 verifies that the sub-harmonic oscillations appear at
the same time both in the discrete modeling and the simulation
program. The ESL is changed to 930pH, causing a mismatch in
27
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(a) Output voltage.

(b) Inductor current.

Figure 2.5: Comparison between the discrete model (left) and simulation results (right) under a load step 0A → 4A.
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(a) Output voltage.

(b) Inductor current.

Figure 2.6: Comparison between the discrete model (left) and simulation results (right) under a voltage reference step 1V → 2V .
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Figure 2.7: Inductor current. Comparison between the discrete model
(left) and simulation results (right). Only the values of the inductor
current at the beginning of each period are shown in the discrete
model.

the RLC network that distorts the measurement of the current
through the output capacitor. This causes a sub-harmonic oscillation from vout = 3.1V in both cases. The figure shows that,
at vout = 3V , the converter is stable. Then, at t = 20µs, the
voltage reference changes from 3V to 3.1V and a sub-harmonic
oscillation occurs.

2.4.2

Experimental results

The parameters of the converter (fig.2.4) are: Vin = 4.5V ,
Vref = 1V , Iload = 0A, R = 1.8Ω, L = 100nH, RL = 10mΩ,
R1 = R0 = 40mΩ, C = 4µF , ESR = 5mΩ, ESL = 1.2nH,
Rf = 1kΩ, Cf = 2.4nF , Kv = 1, Kic = 0.245, Vpp = mramp T =
1.3V , H = 0V . The current sensor is designed with a gain of
n = 1000: Cs = C/n = 4nF , Rs = nESR = 5Ω, Ls = nESL =
1.2µH.
The discrete modeling of the system is validated by comparing
the dynamic behavior of the modeling under a voltage reference
step with the experimental behavior measured in the prototype.
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The system is plotted under a negative voltage reference step of
2 V → 1 V (fig.2.8).
The dynamic behavior of the discrete model and the experimental prototype greatly agree.

2.5

Extension to other controls

This chapter showed as an example the modeling of the V 2 Ic
control. The methodology can be extended to a vast quantity
of controls and power stages. In this project, the focus is in
Point-of-Load DC/DC converters and, consequently, the analyzed power stage is the Buck converter as it is the most common
one for this kind of application. The analyzed controls are the
Voltage mode control with type-III controller, the Peak current
mode control with type-II controller, the V 2 control with typeI controller and the V 2 Ic control with type-I controller. The
piece-wise smooth models of these systems and their switching
hypersurfaces are shown in the Appendix.

2.6

Conclusions

This chapter presented the derivation of the discrete model of
power converters. Although the technique is widely known, this
chapter shows that the discrete model is a very appropriate
technique to help to design analog controls: it can exhibit subharmonic oscillations which is mandatory for a correct analysis
of ripple-based controls and it provides the large-signal behavior
of the system so it can be used to compute the dynamic behavior
of the converter. Furthermore, the methodology is very generalizable as the derivation is common for every power converter
with two states and only the elements of the piece-wise model
change from one converter to another.
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(a) Discrete modeling: Negative voltage reference step of 1 V from
2 V to 1 V , output voltage in green (500 mV /div), voltage reference
in orange (250 mV /div), inductor current in blue (1 A/div) with
1µs/div time scale.

(b) Experimental results: Negative voltage reference step of 1 V
from 2 V to 1 V , output voltage in green (500 mV /div), voltage
reference in black (500 mV /div), inductor current in blue (1 A/div),
(b) measured current in purple (500 mV /div) and gate signal in
purple (5 V /div) with 1µs/div time scale.

Figure 2.8: Experimental validation of discrete modeling.
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Chapter 3

Stability analysis
he discrete model derived in chapter 2 can exhibit subT
harmonic oscillations and, therefore, can be used to predict
the stability of the system by means on the bifurcation diagrams.
But this technique does not give any stability margin. This
chapter explains how to analyze the stability of converters by
means of the Floquet theory.

3.1

Bifurcation diagrams

Figure 3.1 shows a bifurcation diagram for sensitivity analysis. The bifurcation diagrams are a graphical representation
of the sub-harmonic oscillations: as a parameter of the power
converter is swept, the value of one state variable at the beginning of each period is plotted a large number of times when the
steady state has been reached. Note that the instability, called
in power electronics sub-harmonic oscillation, is in control theory a double-period bifurcation where the system is unable to
achieve periodicity in a period T and, rather, the equilibrium
orbit is 2T -periodic. Therefore, the system is within a subharmonic oscillation if two or more solutions are seen in steady
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state when a state variable is sampled every period T . When
the system becomes more and more unstable, more possible solutions appear until it enters into a chaotic behavior where the
system erratically oscillates.
Although accurate, the bifurcation diagrams take a significant
amount of time to achieve a high resolution graph. Furthermore,
only the sub-harmonic oscillation occurrence is seen and it does
not provide a stability margin. Consequently, the stability analysis will be studied by other means: the Floquet theory.

3.2

Floquet theory

The Floquet theory addresses the problem of determining the
stability of periodic systems. The theory states that the periodicity of a periodic system can be maintained if the eigenvalues,
called Floquet multipliers, of the monodromy matrix, φcycle , are
all inside the unit circle. The monodromy matrix is the matrix
that relates the perturbation at the beginning of a period and the
perturbation at the end of that period 4x(T ) = φcycle · 4x(0).
Consequently, the Floquet theory establishes whether a perturbation will grow over a period.
Depending on the system, several methods to compute the monodromy matrix are available. Periodic systems can be classified
in three types: continuous systems, discrete systems and hybrid
systems.

3.2.1

Monodromy matrix of discrete systems

A discrete system [17] is of the form of xk+1 = f (xk , u), where xk
is the state at the beginning of the period, xk+1 is the state at the
end of the period, u is the input variables and f is, in general, a
nonlinear function. The monodromy matrix of discrete systems
is equal to the Jacobian of the discrete system evaluated in a
period:
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(a) Varying ESL. Sub-harmonic oscillation at ESL > 930pH.

(b) Varying Vpp of comp. ramp. Sub-harmonic oscillation at Vpp <
0.34V .

Figure 3.1: Bifurcation diagrams for sensitivity analysis varying ESL
of Cout and compensating ramp. Sensor designed for ESLn = 444pH.
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φcycle (xk , u) =

3.2.2

∂f (xk , u)
∂xk

(3.1)

Monodromy matrix of hybrid systems

A hybrid system is a system that presents both continuous and
discrete transitions. An example of such system is a piece-wise
smooth system that is of the form of

A0 x(t) + B0 u, if state 0
dx(t) 
(3.2)
=
...

dt

An x(t) + Bn u, if state n
A model of this form can be easily derived for a power converter.
The monodromy matrix of hybrid systems is constructed by
pre-multiplying transition matrices and saltation matrices [18].
Each of them takes into account the evolution of the perturbation during different times of the period:
• The transition matrix is the matrix that evaluates the
evolution of a perturbation in a continuous system. In
case the system evolves from t = 0 to t = dT in state i
(dx(t)/dt = Ai x(t) + Bi u), then the transition matrix is
φi (dT ) = eAi t .
• The saltation matrix [18], [19] is the matrix that evaluates
the evolution of the perturbation across a switching hypersurface. A switching hyper-surface is the mathematical
form of the condition for jumping from state i to state j
and, in power converters, it is commonly of the form of
h(x(t), t) = Kx(t) + Gu + m(t)

(3.3)

where the condition to commutate the switches depends on
the state variables, the input and an external time-varying
signal, for example, a ramp.
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The saltation matrix [19] is obtained from the formula:

S=I+

(fp+ − fp− )nT
∂h
nT fp− +
(tp , x(tp ))
∂t

(3.4)

where I is the identity matrix, fp− is the differential state
dx/dt just before the switching, fp+ is the differential state
dx/dt just after the switching and n is the normal to the
hyper-surface h(x(t), t) (n = K if (3.3) applies).
Note that when the switching is forced (as in controls using
a latch RS), the switching condition is not an actual hypersurface1 and, therefore, the term n of the equation (3.4)
is a vector of zeros and, therefore, the saltation matrix at
that instant is the identity matrix.

To build the monodromy matrix, the “path” traveled by the
perturbation needs to be followed. For a system that starts in
state 1, then at t = t1 , it switches to state 0 and continues in
that state until it switches back at t = t2 to state 1 (fig.3.2), the
monodromy matrix is:
φcycle = S0 (t2 ) · eA0 ·(t2 −t1 ) · S1 (t1 ) · eA1 ·t1

(3.5)

This expression takes into account the overall evolution of the
perturbation. The evolution during state 1 is the transition matrix eA1 ·(t1 ) , the evolution across the first switching is the saltation matrix S1 (t1 ), the evolution during state 0 is the transition
matrix eA0 ·(t2 −t1 ) and the evolution across the second switching
is the saltation matrix S0 (t2 ).

1 An hyper-surface must depend on the state variables and be differentiable with respect to them. In the case of a forced switching, the switching
condition is time-dependent only and therefore S = I.
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Figure 3.2: Switching diagram of V 2 Ic control.

3.3

Periodic Operating Point (POP)

In order to employ the Floquet theory, the value of the state
variables at a stable steady-state needs to be known. These can
be retrieved by computing the transient response from the startup, where every variable is zero, to the desired steady-state but
this is time-consuming and, if there are sub-harmonic oscillations, the value of the state variables at the unstable steadystate would be retrieved.
The discrete model can be used instead to directly calculate the
stable steady-state.

3.3.1

Derivation of the POP

At the stable steady-state, the average value of the output voltage is the reference voltage:
v out = Vref
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The average value of the inductor current is:
iL =

v out
Vref
+ Iload =
+ Iload
R
R

(3.7)

As the average voltage in the inductor is zero and by operating
the equations, the following expression of the duty cycle can be
reached2 :

d=

Vref + (Ron0 + RL )iL
Vin + (Ron0 − Ron1 )iL

(3.8)

Note that eq.(3.8) only depends on the power stage and the
desired output voltage and not on the action of the control.
The equation that relates the state variables at the beginning of
the period with the state variables at the end of the period was
derived in the previous chapter in (2.36):
yk+1 = φ(d) · yk

(3.9)

φ(d) = eÂ0 (1−d)T · eÂ1 dT

(3.10)

where

At the stable steady-state, yk+1 = yk . Then:
yk = φ(d) · yk

(3.11)

For constant input variables u, (3.11) is of the form of:
  
xk
A(d)
=
u
0

B (d)
I

 
xk
u

(3.12)

where A(d) and B (d) are certain matrices, 0 is a matrix of zeros
and I is the identity matrix.
2 Note that without parasitic resistances, the expression is the common
one: d = Vref /Vin .
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Then, the following expression can be reached:
xk = (I − A(d))−1 B (d)u

(3.13)

The problem arises when trying to calculate the inverse of the
matrix of equation (3.13). If the control presents an integrator,
as it is the case of most controls in order to achieve zero error
in the steady state, then that matrix is non invertible. In order
to overcome this problem, the state variable that causes the
integral action needs to be eliminated from the equation. Let
xk be a vector of n state variables and let xk (n) be the state
variable that causes the integral action (in the case of a type-I
controller it would be the voltage in the capacitor), then (3.13)
is of the form of:

  a
1,1
xk (1)
.
 

...

 =  ..

xk (n − 1) 
an−1,1
xk (n)
an,1


···
..
.
···
···

a1,n−1
..
.
an−1,n−1
an,n−1

−1 

B1

 ... 
0

 ·
Bn−1  · u

0
Bn
0
(3.14)
0

When the state variable xk (n) is eliminated, the expression to
calculate the remaining state variables is:

  a
1,1
xk (1)
 ..


...
= .
xk (n − 1)
an−1,1


···
..
.
···

−1 

a1,n−1
B1

..
 ·  ...  · u
.
Bn−1
an−1,n−1
(3.15)

xk (n) is calculated from the switching condition (2.31):
K̂ · eÂ1 dT yk + mramp dT + H = 0

(3.16)

As xk (n) is the only remaining unknown variable in the equation, its value can be easily found out.
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This derivation of the POP is only if the system is of the form
of equation (3.14), where the integral action is caused by a state
variable. Unfortunately, for type-II and type-III controllers the
integral action is a consequence of the difference in voltages in
two capacitors. As a result, if the voltages in the capacitors
of the controllers are chosen as the state variables, the matrix,
while being non invertible, will not present the same form as
shown in (3.14). For these cases, a change of basis needs to
be applied in order to derive the POP with this methodology.
Almost every matrix and vector of the piecewise model will need
to be changed accordingly. Let P be the change of basis matrix,
then the transformations of the elements of the piecewise models
are:
x̆(t) = P x(t);
Ă0 = P A0 P −1 ;

B̆0 = P B0 ;

(3.17)

Ă1 = P A1 P −1 ;

(3.18)

B̆1 = P B1 ;

(3.19)

K̆f = Kf P −1 ;

(3.20)

Note that the need of change of basis is only to compute the periodic operating point and not to compute the transient response
using the discrete model, which does not need this transformation.
The Appendix shows for each control the change of basis matrix
that needs to be applied.

3.4

Sensitivity analysis

The combination of discrete modeling and Floquet theory allows the derivation of powerful tools: as critical parameters of
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the power converter are varied, the required values of the state
variables are retrieved from the discrete modeling and the Filippov’s method is employed to find out the Floquet multipliers and
establish stable region diagrams. In this section, the proposed
method is applied to a Buck converter with V 2 Ic control.

Sensitivity analysis of V 2 Ic control
Several parameters are to be considered to perform a full sensitivity analysis of the V 2 Ic control. Sub-harmonic oscillations
and stability issues depend on the range of the duty cycle operation, gain of the capacitor current loop, slope of the compensating ramp, variation of the ESL of the output capacitor
and mismatches of the current sensor. The proposed sensitivity
analysis based on Floquet theory accounts for all these parameters. The parameters of the converter (fig.2.4) are: Vin = 4.5V ,
vout = 1V , Iload = 0A, R = 1.8Ω, L = 100nH, RL = 10mΩ,
R1 = R0 = 50mΩ, C = 4µF , ESR = 5mΩ, ESL = 400pH,
Ki = 1/(Rf Cf ) = 3.7 · 105 , Kv = 1. The current sensor is initially well-designed with a gain of n = 1000: Cs = C/n = 5nF ,
Rs = nESR = 5Ω, Ls = nESL = 400nH. Figure 3.3 shows the
sensitivity analysis by means of stable region diagrams where
the horizontal axis is the duty cycle and the vertical axis is the
amplitude of the compensating ramp. The lines separate the stable region from the unstable region for different cases of ESL.
From the analysis, designs can be made that are robust under
tolerances against variation of the ESL of the output capacitor.
Figure 3.3.a shows the stable region when the sensor is perfectlymatched. It shows that, for duty cycles lesser than 0.45, no
compensating ramp is needed. For a case of d = 0.7, at least
a ramp of 0.3V of amplitude is needed. The relation between
the duty cycle and the ramp is linear as in Peak current mode
control and it seems that a symbolic stability criteria could be
derived that accounts for the perfectly-matched sensor.
But when the ESL changes from the estimated value, the stability criteria greatly changes. Figure 3.3.b shows the stable re42
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Sensitivity analysis of V 2 Ic . It shows the required compensating ramp for different duty cycles, ESL and gain of the current
loop. The stable regions are the upper area of the curves. Sensor
designed for ESLn = 444pH.
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gions at an ESL of 900pH and 200pH. When the ESL is 900pH
and the sensor is designed for 400pH, the relation between the
duty cycle and the ramp becomes non linear and the converter
is more unstable. For that case, no compensating ramp would
be needed for duty cycles lesser than 0.3 and, now, at a duty
cycle of 0.7, the minimum ramp would be 0.9V, which is a great
increase compared to the ramp of 0.3V for the case of a perfectlymatched sensor. When the ESL is 200pH, the converter becomes
more stable.
This analysis shows that a stability analysis without considering
the ESL of the output capacitor or the parallel RLC network
would not have been sufficient for a sensitivity analysis.
The modeling and the stability analysis derived allow for the design of robust converters with V 2 Ic . For example, if for this very
system, the operation region is d = 0.2 ÷ 0.7 and the nominal
ESL is 400pH but the designer wants to set a safe band of tolerance so that the ESL can vary between 200pH and 900pH without instability , then the minimum ramp of the control needs to
be 0.9V.

3.5

Comparison of the analysis of V 2
control with the Describing Function and Floquet theory

The V 2 control (fig.3.4.a) is a ripple-based control that achieves
a fast dynamic response under load steps while being very simple. The fast loop is composed by the output voltage and an optional ramp to increase the stability. Several modulation methods can be used [14] including constant ON-time and fixed frequency. The DF technique was proposed to analyze this control
achieving great results by deriving symbolic transfer functions,
symbolic stability criteria and equivalent circuit models [11].
From them, design guidelines [9, 10] were derived that help practitioners to design their systems. For the specific case of a V 2
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(a) V 2 with the slow loop opened.

(b) V 2 with the slow loop closed for precise regulation of the output voltage.

Figure 3.4: Control scheme of V 2 .
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control with fixed-frequency with no compensating ramp, the
stability criteria is found to be:
Fsw ≥

1
1
D2 
·
+
C · ESR
2 1 − 2D

(3.21)

meaning that the stability of the converter is defined by its
switching frequency, the capacitor technology given by its product C · ESR and the duty cycle. This same stability criterion
is also obtained from the discrete model derived in [14]. Figure
3.5.a shows the stability condition for a specific case with a duty
cycle of 0.4. The dotted line represents the border between a
stable system and the appearance of sub-harmonic oscillations
and the light blue area represents the area of OSCON capacitors. For a capacitor with a product 4µF · Ω, the minimum
switching frequency to maintain stability without compensating
ramp is 330kHz.
Figure 3.5.b shows the stability condition of the converter using
the Floquet theory. The dotted line represents the stability condition of fig.3.5.a using DF. The figure shows that the stability
of the V 2 control depends not only of the capacitor technology,
but also on the actual value of the capacitance of the output capacitor. For high capacitance values, the DF technique achieves
very accurate results but, it falls short for low capacitance values. For example, for a C = 50µF and C · ESR = 4µF Ω, the
minimum switching frequency is 230kHz, that is 100kHz below
the prediction of the DF technique.
But, figure 3.5 showed the stability for the system with slow loop
opened. Figure 3.6 shows the border of stability for the same
V 2 control closed with a type-I controller which unity gain is
at 100kHz (fig.3.4.b). The figure shows that the stable region
is smaller meaning that the sub-harmonic oscillations appear
before in the closed-loop converter. Now, for high capacitance
values, the stability condition derived from the DF technique for
the open-loop converter is a risk. For C = 600µF and C ·ESR =
4µF Ω, the minimum switching frequency is 440kHz, compared
to 330kHz for the open-loop converter.
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(a) Stability condition from Describing Function.

(b) Comparison between Describing Function and Floquet
theory.

Figure 3.5: Stability condition of V 2 with fixed frequency with the
slow loop opened.
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Figure 3.6: Stability condition of V 2 with fixed frequency with the
slow loop closed.

This study shows that, for more reliable results, the stability of
the converter needs to be addressed with the slow loop closed
rather than simplifying it in open-loop form.

3.6

Validation

This section validates with simulation results and with experimental results that the methodology based on Floquet theory
can predict the sub-harmonic oscillations of the power converter.
The validation is made on a 5M Hz Buck converter with V 2 Ic
control.

3.6.1

Simulation results

Figure 3.7 shows a comparison between the bifurcation diagrams
of figure 3.1 and the stability analysis, showing a complete agreement that validates the method at simulation level. When vary48
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ing the ESL of the output capacitor or the compensating ramp,
the system becomes unstable at the same moment that an eigenvalue goes out of the open unit disk.

3.6.2

Experimental results

The parameters of the converter (fig.2.4) are: Vin = 4.5V , vout =
1V , Iload = 0A, R = 1.8Ω, L = 100nH, RL = 10mΩ, R1 =
R0 = 40mΩ, C = 4µF , ESR = 5mΩ, ESL = 1.2nH, Rf =
1kΩ, Cf = 2.4nF , Kv = 1, Kic = 0.245, Vpp = mramp T =
0.37V , H = 0V . The current sensor is designed with a gain of
n = 1000: Cs = C/n = 4nF , Rs = nESR = 5Ω, Ls = nESL =
1.2µH.
The Floquet theory predicts that the system becomes unstable
from an output voltage of 3.1V (fig.3.8): for vout = 3V , all Floquet multipliers remain inside the unit circle, but one of them is
in the border at −0.9654. When the output voltage is increased
to 3.1V , that multiplier is −1.064, and thus, gets out of the
unit circle. Floquet theory states, then, that the converter is
unstable at vout = 3.1V .
This prediction is validated experimentally (fig.3.9). The converter becomes unstable at the very same point predicted by the
analysis, resulting in a very precise method to predict instabilities.

3.7

Conclusions

The Floquet theory predicts with extreme precision sub-harmonic
oscillations of the power converters and, together with the discrete model, allows for sensitivity analysis regarding critical parameters which is essential in ripple-based controllers because
the stability depends on parasitic elements. The application of
the Floquet theory is very generalizable, as it is the discrete
model.
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(a) Varying ESL. Sensor designed for ESLn = 444pH.

(b) Varying the compensating ramp.

Figure 3.7: Comparison of the bifurcation diagrams and the stability
analysis. Upper part of (a) and (b): inductor current sampled every
T seconds. Lower part of (a) and (b): module of the eigenvalues.
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Figure 3.8: Stable region diagram varying compensating ramp and
output voltage. The eigenvalues and the output voltages at the border
of stability are shown for a ramp with an amplitude voltage of Vpp =
0.37V .

This chapter also shows that the Floquet theory is more accurate than the stability criteria derived from the Describing
Function; both techniques have been applied to the Buck converter with a constant fsw V 2 control, the results showed that
the Describing Function is too conservative, forcing the designer
to operate at a switching frequency of 330kHz while the stability criteria derived from Floquet theory provides a limit 30%
lower (230kHz).
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Figure 3.9: Experimental results: positive voltage reference step
of 0.1 V from 3 V to 3.1 V , output voltage in green (AC coupling, 50 mV /div), inductor current in blue (1 A/div), control signal
vcontrol in purple (200 mV /div) and reference signal vref erence in
black (200 mV /div) with 400ns/div time scale.
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Chapter 4

Optimization of
controls of power
converters
he discrete model and the stability analysis developed in the
T
chapters 2 and 3 allow for the optimization of the controls
of power converters.
The large-signal behavior is computed with the discrete model
and the stability of the system is analyzed at several operation
points and conditions. Then, varying parameters of the control
according to an optimization algorithm, a design of the control
that is both very fast and robust can be found.
This chapter presents the proposed optimization algorithm to
design controls of power converters. It is again exemplified with
the V 2 Ic control, although the methodology is the same for other
systems.
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the proposed optimization algorithm.
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4.1

Optimization algorithm

Figure 4.1 shows the simplified flowchart of the proposed optimization algorithm.
In order to design robust controls of power converter, not only
the dynamic behavior at nominal operation needs to be optimized but the system needs to be stable and within dynamic
requirements over all the desired region of operation and under
changes in the value of parameters of the power stage due to
tolerances. This means that the stability needs to be assessed
at different conditions. Also, the values of the passive elements
need to be implementable in practice. The optimization process
takes into account all these and reject the solutions that do not
comply with the requirements.

4.1.1

Parameters to be designed.

The parameters that can be changed are the gain of the error
of the output voltage, Kv , the gain of the measurement of the
current through the output capacitor, Kic , the amplitude of
the compensating ramp, Vpp , and the gain of the integrator,
Ki = 1/(Rf Cf ). Recall that the meaning of this parameters in
the system can be seen in chapter 2.

4.1.2

Constraints

This section explains the constraints imposed in the optimization algorithm to assure a robust operation. The constraints of
the system are: it must be stable at different conditions, it must
be within dynamic requirements and it must be implementable.
The constraints shown in this section, are just an example of
what can be done with the proposed methodology.
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Stability at different conditions
The stability of the converter can be assessed at different conditions with ease thanks to the stability analysis derived in chapter
3. The chosen set of parameters must assure that the system is
stable in the following scenarios:
• The output voltage, vout , can go up to 4V.
• The load current, Iload , can go up to 8A.
• The sensor is designed for a nominal value of the ESL output capacitor of ESL = 400pH, but due to tolerances,
a safe band is defined so that the ESL can vary between
200pH and 800pH. Recall that this variation will cause a
distorted measurement that can cause sub-harmonic oscillations on the converter.

Dynamic limits
Not only the converter needs to be stable but also within dynamic requirements. The proposed methodology allows also to
set a maximum overshoot and undershoot of the output voltage and a maximum overshoot and undershoot of the current
through the inductor. As the large-signal behavior is computed,
the signals of the converter are monitored so that if one of them
reaches the dynamic limit, the algorithm rejects that set of parameters.

Implementability
The controls are implemented analogically and, consequently,
the values of passive elements of the control must be implementable in practice. Because of this reason, the algorithm rejects the solutions with capacitances less than 10pF and resistances less than 10Ω.
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4.1.3

Cost function

The cost function is the most important part of the algorithm.
It will measure the goodness of a set of parameter, how good it
is in relation to something.
For example, consider that we want to get the fastest response
possible during a voltage reference step. Then, the cost function would be the setting time defining the setting time as for
example the time where |xk+1 − xk | < 0.0001, meaning that the
difference between the inital state and the final state is inside
a tolerance band of 0.0001 and therefore the steady state has
been reached.
However, it is usually not good to define the cost function like
that as we are not taking into account the error between the signal and the reference. It is possible that the dynamic behaviour,
although the fastest, would present a lot of oscillation.
Consequently, the cost function is defined in this way:
It contains the quadratic errors of the output voltage and the
inductor current. For an iteration j of the discrete model, the j
error is:
εv (j) = (vout (j) − Vref )2
(4.1)
The cost function of a transient response of the system is therefore defined as:
m
 X
J f (xk ) =
(vout (j) − Vref )2

(4.2)

j=0

where m is the iteration of the discrete model where the steady
state has been reached.
The cost function used in the algorithm is defined in relation
to a voltage reference step 1V → 2V and to a load step 8A →
0A. Therefore, the cost function is the sum of the cost of the
voltage reference step, JV ref , and the cost of the load step,
JIload , weighted with the parameters wV ref and wIload :
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JV ref =

n
X

(vout (j) − Vref )2

(4.3)

j=0

where n is the iteration of the discrete model where the steady
state has been reached under a voltage reference step,
JIload =

p
X

(vout (j) − Vref )2

(4.4)

j=0

where p is the iteration of the discrete model where the steady
state has been reached under a load step,
J = wV ref · JV ref + wIload · JIload

(4.5)

As the output voltage varies more in the voltage reference tracking, the weight of the cost of the load step is typically greater
than the cost of the voltage reference step.
If the converter does not have to present fast dynamic behavior under voltage reference tracking, the weight of the voltage
reference step can be set to zero.
Figure 4.2 shows the representation of the cost of a converter
as it is calculated in the proposed algorithm. The squares are
the dynamic response of the output voltage sampled every T
seconds under a positive voltage reference step and the circles
are the dynamic response of the output voltage sampled every
T seconds under a negative load step at an output voltage of
1V.

4.1.4

Search algorithm: coordinate descent

Coordinate descent [20], commonly known as Twiddle, is slower
than gradient descent, yet it is extremely intuitive and easily
programmed. It assumes that the cost function can be minimized by changing the parameters along one direction at a time.
Let explore the algorithm with an example.
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Figure 4.2: Representation of the cost of a converter.

Suppose that we want to minimize a cost function F which depend on three elements a, b, c. The optimal parameters a, b,
c will be the ones that minimize F (a, b, c). We denote the 0 i0
iteration of the parameters as ai , bi , ci .
We set the initial values at a0 , b0 , c0 . The cost function at those
values F (a0 , b0 , c0 ) is F0 , the reference cost. Let the initial values be a0 = b0 = c0 = 1.
We define also a three-dimensional vector dp = (da , db , dc )
called changing rate 1 that means how much we are increasing
or decreasing along each direction. Let the changing rate be
da = db = dc = 0.5.
We define also the learning rates as α1 and α2 that mean how
much we are changing the vector dp if we need to make one element of dp bigger or smaller (and thus, modifying the changing
rate of that direction). Let the learning rates be α1 = 1.1 and
α2 = 0.9. Both of them need to be close to 1.
The setup is finished and we can start understanding how the
algorithm works.
We try to minimize the cost function along one direction at a
time. That means that we select the first element a0 and we
1 The nomenclature of the elements of the algorithm has been chosen by
the author and it may not agree with the standard nomenclature.
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increase and/or decrease it using the changing rate in order to
try to get a smaller cost function with the modified parameter
a.
• We first test F (a0 + da , b0 , c0 ). If the cost is smaller than
the reference one then a1 = a0 + da and the new reference
cost is F (a1 , b0 , c0 ). Also the changing rate is changed
to dp = (α1 · da , db , dc ) so that the changing rate in that
direction is bigger.
• If the cost is bigger, we test F (a0 − da , b0 , c0 ). If the cost
is smaller than the reference one then a1 = a0 −da and the
new reference cost is F (a1 , b0 , c0 ). Also the changing rate
is changed to dp = (α1 · da , db , dc ) so that the changing
rate in that direction is bigger.
• If the cost is also smaller that means that, in this direction, the parameter needs to be changed at a smaller rate.
Hence, dp = (α2 · da , db , dc ) so that the changing rate in
that direction is smaller. We also update the parameter
a1 = a0 .
For the rest of the directions, we operate in the same way. For
example, for the parameter b, we will test F (a1 , b0 + db , c0 ) and
F (a1 , b0 − db , c0 ) to try to get a lesser value than the cost reference. We update the changing rate the same way as before.
An iteration step is completed when the program has operated
over all the directions. The algorithm ends when the changing
rate reaches a desired value.
This algorithm results very intuitive because it operates in a
rudimentary way. In practice, all we do is to play with one parameter at a time, increasing and decreasing it trying to obtain a
lesser cost function and then we move on to the next parameter
and repeat everything cyclically.
This algorithm is very versatile as many variations can be made
to increase the efficiency.
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4.2

Results

This section compares the design of a Voltage mode control with
frequency-response techniques and with the proposed optimization method and validates the methodology with experimental
results. The results are obtained for a 5M Hz Buck converter
with the following specifications: Vin = 5V , vout = 1V ÷ 2V ,
Iout = 0A ÷ 8A, L = 138nH, C = 5µF . The power stage also
includes the ESR (6mΩ) and ESL (400pH) of the output capacitor, the on-resistances of the switches (50mΩ both) and the
ESR of the inductor (10mΩ).
First, the Voltage mode control is designed with the Bode diagram, selecting a crossover frequency of one tenth of the switching frequency and a phase margin of 67o . Figure 4.3.a shows the
corresponding loop gain of the design using the Bode diagram.
Then, the converter is optimized with the proposed methodology. Figure 4.3.b shows the corresponding loop gain of the
design using the optimization. Note that the solution is not ag1
gressive on the bandwidth (it is 13
of the switching frequency)
but on the phase margin (it is near 45o ).
Figure 4.4 shows a screen-shot of the Matlab output after running the algorithm. The interface shows the initial cost, the
final optimized cost and the transient waverforms of the optimized converter under voltage reference steps and load steps.
Figure 4.5 shows a comparison between the transient response of
the converter designed with the frequency response and the converter designed with the proposed methodology under voltage
reference steps 1V ↔ 2V and load steps 0A ↔ 8A.
Figure 4.6 is the experimental validation of the optimized solution. The input voltage is reduced to 4V and the voltage reference step is from 1.75V to 2.75V . This is because the converter
was unable to operate at less than 30% of duty cycle because the
ramp signal was very noisy at the beginning of the slope. The
experimental prototype behaves very similar to the simulation
results and is able to reach steady state in four cycles without
overshooting, validating the proposed methodology.
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(a) Loop gain of the converter de-(b) Loop gain of the converter designed with the Bode diagram. signed with the proposed method.

Figure 4.3: Comparison of the loop gain of the converter for two
designs.

Figure 4.4: Screen-shot of the output of the Matlab code.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the transient response of the converter
designed with the frequency response and the converter designed with
the proposed methodology under voltage reference steps and load
steps.
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(a) Simulation results

(b) Experimental prototype

Figure 4.6: Experimental transient response under voltage reference
step 1.75V → 2.75V of a 5MHz Buck converter with Voltage mode
control. Experimental results: output voltage in blue (500mV /div),
inductor current in purple (2A/div) with 400ns/div time scale.
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4.3

Conclusions

An optimization algorithm to optimize the control of power converters for a very fast and robust dynamic behavior was proposed and validated in simulation and in an experimental prototype. The proposed method designed a converter much faster
than one designed with a typical specification using the Bode
diagram. The methodology also shows that the optimized converters are very aggressive on the phase margin, which is typically very near 45o , and not on the bandwidth, which is typically
1
between 10
and 15 of the switching frequency.
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Chapter 5

Comparison of
controls of power
converters
this chapter, the proposed optimization algorithm presented
Ito nincompare
chapter 4 is applied to different analog controls and is used
the dynamic response of the Voltage mode (fig.5.1),
Peak current mode (fig.5.2), V 2 (fig.5.3) and V 2 Ic (fig.5.4) control for different cases in order to evaluate which control presents
the best performance in terms of dynamic response and stability
robustness to system tolerances.

The comparison is made for a 300kHz Buck converter, which
is intended for discrete external components, and for a 10M Hz
Buck converter, which is intended for complete integration of
the power supply on chip.
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Figure 5.1: Voltage mode control with type-III controller.

Figure 5.2: Peak current mode control with type-II controller.
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Figure 5.3: V 2 with type-I controller.

5.1

Motivation

Several novel controls to achieve fast dynamic response for power
converters have been proposed recently in the scientific litera-

Figure 5.4: V 2 Ic with type-I controller.
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ture but a thorough comparison between control alternatives
is lacking. In the case of digital controls, the Minimum Time
control [1], [2] and the Centric-based control [3] can achieve the
best possible dynamic response and novel digital controls should
be compared to them or to the benchmark limits derived from
the Natural Trajectories [21] that the Centric-based control uses.
But, in some cases, analog controls are preferable because of simplicity or because the switching frequency is too high to allow
digital control. The comparison of different analog controls is
not easy as the tuning of the different parameters of the control
can greatly vary the dynamic response of the control. Furthermore, the power stage, specially the output capacitor, plays a
critical role in the dynamic behavior. Consequently, a control
could behave very well in a certain design with a big output capacitor and worse with a smaller output capacitor. In this way,
the designer of power converter does not have a clear view of
the possibilities of each control.

5.2

300 kHz Buck Converter

Voltage mode, V 2 and V 2 Ic are compared for a Buck converter
with the following specifications: Fsw = 300kHz, Vin = 5V ,
vout = 1V ÷ 2V , Iout = 0A ÷ 8A, L = 1.3µH. The power
stage also includes the ESR and ESL of the output capacitor,
the on-resistances of the switches (50mΩ both) and the ESR
of the inductor (10mΩ). The comparison will be made with
three different types of capacitors: a 300µF OS-CON capacitor,
a 300µF ceramic capacitor and a 30µF ceramic capacitor. Each
control is designed for the best dynamic response possible using
the proposed optimization algorithm. In this comparison, the
optimization algorithm is set to assure stability at a maximum
output voltage of 4V , at an output current of 0A and 10A and
under variations of a 100% of the nominal ESL and to only allow
capacitance values greater than 10pF in the linear controllers so
that the design is implementable in practice.
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5.2.1

Results

Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 shows the comparison of the dynamic
response under voltage reference steps and load steps of the Voltage mode, V 2 and V 2 Ic control for different sizes of capacitors
and different capacitor technologies. An OS-CON capacitor of
300µF is used in fig.5.5, a ceramic capacitor of 300µF is used in
fig.5.6 and a ceramic capacitor of 30µF is used in fig.5.7. The
output voltage ripple using an OS-CON capacitor of 30µF is
too big in this specific case for practical use and, thus, it is not
included in the comparison.

5.2.2

Discussion

The evaluation of the comparison is as follows:
• Voltage mode achieves a very good dynamic response under voltage reference step. For low capacitance value, the

Figure 5.5: Comparison of the dynamic behavior of Voltage mode,
V 2 Ic and V 2 under voltage reference steps and load steps for an OSCON capacitor of 300µF . Voltage reference step 1V → 2V (left).
Load step 0A → 8A (right)
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the dynamic behavior of Voltage mode,
V 2 Ic and V 2 under voltage reference steps and load steps for a ceramic capacitor of 300µF . Voltage reference step 1V → 2V (left).
Load step 0A → 8A (right)

Figure 5.7: Comparison of the dynamic behavior of Voltage mode,
V 2 Ic and V 2 under voltage reference steps and load steps for a ceramic capacitor of 30µF . Voltage reference step 1V → 2V (left).
Load step 0A → 8A (right)
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steady state can be reached in 2 clock cycles. The voltage
drop and the recovery time under a load step is worse than
others for high capacitance values but, for low capacitance
values, the response is fast.
• V 2 exhibits a very slow dynamic response under voltage
reference step so the figures do not include the V 2 control
for the voltage reference steps. Under load steps, V 2 reacts
extremely fast for high capacitance values and high ESR,
recovering from the load step in one clock cycle. When
the ESR is not dominant, as with ceramic capacitors, the
converter oscillates under a load step achieving a very poor
response time.
• V 2 Ic achieves the overall best response of all controls. It
achieves an excellent dynamic behavior under voltage reference steps and under load steps for low and high capacitance values.
Another consideration is the sensitivity of the control. Figures
5.8 and 5.9 show the differences in the degradation of the dynamic behavior of the controls when the power stage changes.
It shows the dynamic response of the controls designed for a
ceramic capacitor of 30µF but now with a capacitor of 300µF ,
that is ten times more capacitance compared to what it was
originally estimated when the controls were designed.
When the power stage is varied introducing an OSCON capacitor of 300µF (fig.5.8), the degradation of each control under
voltage reference steps is the same and also not very pronounced.
This is unexpected as Voltage mode control was previously reported to exhibit worse robustness against changes in the output
capacitor [22]. The dynamic responses under load steps improve
for all the controls as a bigger size of the output capacitor reduces the drop of the output voltage.
When the power stage is varied introducing a ceramic capacitor
of 300µF (fig.5.9), Voltage mode control presents more degradation of the dynamic response than V 2 Ic control but the difference is not very significant.
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Figure 5.8: Degradation of the dynamic behavior for the case of the
300µF OS-CON capacitor. Voltage reference step 1V → 2V (left).
Load step 0A → 8A (right)

Figure 5.9: Degradation of the dynamic behavior for the case of the
300µF ceramic capacitor. Voltage reference step 1V → 2V (left).
Load step 0A → 8A (right)
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In the case of V 2 , the control is very sensible to not only the
size of the output capacitor but also to the type of capacitor.

5.3

10 MHz Buck Converter

Voltage mode, Peak current mode V 2 and V 2 Ic are compared
for an integrated very high-frequency Buck converter with the
following specifications: Fsw = 10M Hz, Vin = 5V , vout =
1.2V ÷ 2.2V , Iout = 0A ÷ 1A, L = 100nH, C = 870nH. The
power stage also includes the ESR (4mΩ) and ESL(' 0) of the
output capacitor, the on-resistances of the switches (high-side
MOSFET: 290mΩ, low-side MOSFET: 80mΩ) and the ESR of
the inductor (110mΩ). Each control is designed for the best dynamic response possible using the proposed algorithm. In this
comparison, the optimization algorithm is set to assure stability
at a maximum output voltage of 4V , at an output current of 0A
and 1A and under variations of a 100% of the nominal ESL and
to only allow capacitance values greater than 10pF in the linear
controllers so that the design is implementable in practice.

5.3.1

Results

Figure 5.10 shows the comparison of the dynamic response under
voltage reference step and load step of the Voltage mode, Peak
current mode, V 2 and V 2 Ic control

5.3.2

Discussion

The evaluation of the comparison is as follows:
• Peak current mode achieves a fast dynamic performance
under voltage reference step but there is an overshoot of
the output voltage of around 13%. The output voltage
drops a lot under the load step and, furthermore, the converter converges very slowly to the steady-state.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the dynamic behavior of Voltage mode,
Peak current mode, V 2 Ic and V 2 under voltage reference steps and
load steps for a 10M Hz Buck converter. Voltage reference step
1.2V → 2.2V (left). Load step 0A → 1A (right)

• V 2 is not appropriate for voltage reference tracking and,
consequently, the dynamic response under voltage reference step is not shown. Under load step, the control reacts
fast but quickly enters an oscillating state that attenuates
slowly.
• Voltage mode and V 2 Ic achieve both the same dynamic
behavior. The response under voltage reference step is
very fast, resembling a minimum-time control and achieves
the steady-state without overshooting in only four clock
cycles. The response under load step is equally fast, the
drop of the output voltage is very low and the converter
achieves steady state in four clock cycles.
As opposed to the 300µF converter, this converter is integrated
and, thus, it is a closed system where the user cannot change the
output capacitor. Consequently, a sensitivity analysis will not
be carried out for this case. However, as the Voltage mode and
the V 2 Ic yield the same results in the dynamic response, it is
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interesting to explore the differences in the frequency response
to better study them.

5.4

Experimental results

At the moment of writing this project, several prototypes are
being built in order to validate the comparison.
Figure 5.11 shows he experimental validation of the Voltage
mode control on a 300kHz Buck converter with 30µF ceramic
capacitor (case of fig. 5.7). The figure shows the transient response under a negative voltage reference step from 2V to 1V .
The converter is able to react within three clock cycles both in
simulation results and in the experimental prototype, validating that the Voltage mode control designed with the proposed
optimization methodology can be implemented in practice and
achieve very fast and robust transient responses.

5.5

Conclusions

This chapter has compared the dynamic response of several analog controls for a 300kHz Buck converter and for a 10M Hz Buck
converter. The comparison is made with the controls optimized
with the proposed methodology of chapter 4 in order to assure a
fair comparison. Table 5.1 shows a summary of the comparison.
The results yield that V 2 Ic achieves the overall best response
in all cases. Voltage mode control can achieve also very fast
responses under voltage reference steps and under load steps
for low capacitance values of ceramic caps. V 2 is not suitable
for voltage reference tracking but can achieve outstanding responses under load steps when OS-CON capacitors are used.
Unfortunately, V 2 is not suitable for low-ESR capacitors, even
with ramp compensation. Peak current mode control achieves
a medium dynamic response under voltage reference step and
under load step when ceramic capacitors are used.
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(a) Simulation results

(b) Experimental prototype

Figure 5.11: Experimental transient response under voltage reference
step 2V → 1V of a 300kHz Buck converter with Voltage mode control. Experimental results: output voltage in light blue (500mV /div),
reference voltage in green (500mV /div), inductor current in purple
(2A/div) and duty cycle in dark blue (5V /div) with 500µs/div time
scale.
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Table 5.1: Summary of the comparison of the dynamic behavior of
Voltage mode, V 2 and V 2 Ic control.

CONTROL

VM
V2
V 2 Ic

VOLTAGE REFERENCE STEP
OSCON
C = 300µF

CERAMIC
C = 300µF

CERAMIC
C = 30µF

ESR = 13.33mΩ

ESR = 0.33mΩ

ESR = 3.33mΩ

very good
very bad
very good

very good
very bad
excellent

excellent
very bad
excellent

CONTROL

VM
V2
V 2 Ic

LOAD STEP
OSCON
C = 300µF

CERAMIC
C = 300µF

CERAMIC
C = 30µF

ESR = 13.33mΩ

ESR = 0.33mΩ

ESR = 3.33mΩ

medium
excellent
excellent

medium
bad
excellent

excellent
bad
excellent
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Chapter 6

Conclusions
nalog control techniques are difficult to optimize as the
A
common design approach is based on the frequency response
which only exhibits the small-signal behavior of the converter.
Furthermore, ripple-based controls like V 2 or V 2 Ic provide very
fast dynamic performance but accurate modeling and deep stability analysis must be applied to assure stability and robustness
under the whole operation range of the converter as well as regarding the tolerances of the system.
In this project, the discrete model technique together with the
Floquet theory is applied to several analog controls including
Voltage mode, Peak current mode, V 2 and V 2 Ic control, validating the high accuracy of the modeling and the stability analysis.
The discrete model is a very appropriate technique to model
ripple-based controls; it provides the large-signal behavior of
the converter with the possibility of computing the time-domain
waveforms and it exhibits sub-harmonic oscillations. The Floquet theory predicts with extreme precision sub-harmonic oscillations of the power converters and, together with the discrete
model, allows for sensitivity analysis regarding critical parameters which is essential in ripple-based controllers because the
stability depends on parasitic elements. An important conclu81

sion is that the stability of ripple-based controllers should be
derived with the slow loop closed as the sub-harmonic oscillations are more prone to appear in closed-loop.
Using the discrete modeling and the Floquet theory, an optimization algorithm to design the control of power converters
for a very fast and robust dynamic behavior was proposed and
validated in simulation and in an experimental prototype. The
comparison of the optimized Voltage mode, V 2 and V 2 Ic controls shows that V 2 Ic is a very appropriate control in order to
achieve very fast dynamic response under load steps and voltage reference steps. If OS-CON capacitors are used and the
control only has to provide fast dynamic response under load
step, V 2 control is preferable because of its simplicity. Voltage
mode control can be preferable with low capacitance values of
ceramic capacitors, achieving very similar results as V 2 Ic .

Future work
The work is planned to be extended to other topologies like
Boost or Flyback converter with Voltage mode and Peak current
mode control.

Publications
The publications derived from the content of the project are
shown below:
Transactions:
1. (in review process) J. Cortés et al, “Design and analysis of
V 2 and V 2 Ic controls based on discrete modeling and Floquet
Theory,” Power Electronics, IEEE Transactions on.
Conference papers:
2. J. Cortés et al, “Limits of the frequency response for the analysis of ripple-based controllers,” in Applied Power Electronics
Conference and Exposition (APEC), 2013 Twenty-Eighth Annual IEEE, 2013, pp. 2698–2705.
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3. (in press) J. Cortés et al, “Design and analysis of ripple-based
controls based on the discrete modeling and Floquet theory,” in
Control and Modelling of Power Electronics (COMPEL), 2013.
4. (in press) J. Cortés et al, “Impact of the control on the size of
the output capacitor in the integration of Buck converters,” in
International Conference on Integrated Power Electronics Systems (CIPS), 2014.
5. (in review process) J. Cortés et al, “Comparison of the behavior of Voltage Mode, V 2 and V 2 Ic control of a buck converter
for a very fast dynamic response,” in Applied Power Electronics
Conference and Exposition (APEC), 2014.
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Appendix A

Piece-wise models
This appendix contains the detailed expression of the piece-wise
models of V 2 Ic , V 2 with constant frequency, Voltage mode control with type-III controller and Peak current mode with type-II
controller.

A.1

Piece-wise smooth model of V 2 Ic

The piece-wise smooth model of the system (fig.5.4) is:
(
A0 x(t) + B0 u, if state is 0
dx(t)
=
dt
A1 x(t) + B1 u, if state is 1

(A.1)

where
x(t) = vc (t), vs (t), iL (t), ic (t), is (t) vf (t)
u = (Vin , Vref , Iload )T ;
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T

Ki = 1/(Rf Cf )

(A.2)
(A.3)

A.1. PIECE-WISE SMOOTH MODEL OF V 2 IC
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(A.6)

Note that if the ON-resistances of the MOSFET transistors R1
and R0 are the same, then, A1 = A0 .
The switching conditions at the first and second event are:
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h10 (x, t) = Kx(t) + Gu + mramp t + H

(A.7)

h01 (t) = t − T

(A.8)
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where
K = (0, 0, Kv R, − Kv R, nKic − Kv R, − 1)
G = (0, − 1, − Kv R)

(A.9)
(A.10)

Note that the second switching event is forced by the latch RS
to provide a fixed switching frequency and, thus, it does not
depend on the state variables.
In this case, there is no need to change the basis as a type-I
controller is used.

Piece-wise model of V 2 with constant frequency

A.2

The piece-wise smooth model of the system (fig.5.3) is:
(
A0 x(t) + B0 u, if state is 0
dx(t)
=
(A.11)
dt
A1 x(t) + B1 u, if state is 1
where

T

(A.12)

Ki = gm /Cf

(A.13)

x(t) = vc (t), iL (t), ic (t), vf (t)
u = (Vin , Vref , Iload )T ;
A0 =
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(A.14)

0
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A.2. PIECE-WISE MODEL OF V 2 WITH CONSTANT
FREQUENCY
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0
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0
1/L 0
B1 = 
 0
0
0
Ki


0
R/L 

−R/ESL
Ki R
(A.16)

Note that if the ON-resistances of the MOSFET transistors R1
and R0 are the same, then, A1 = A0 .

The switching conditions at the first and second event are:
h10 (x, t) = Kx(t) + Gu + mramp t + H

(A.17)

h01 (t) = t − T

(A.18)

K = (0, Kv R, − Kv R, − 1)

(A.19)

G = (0, 0, − Kv R)

(A.20)

where

In this case, there is no need to change the basis as a type-I
controller is used.
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A.3

Piece-wise smooth model of Voltage Mode control with type-III controller

The piece-wise smooth model of the system (fig.5.1) is:
(
A0 x(t) + B0 u, if state is 0
dx(t)
=
(A.21)
dt
A1 x(t) + B1 u, if state is 1
where
x(t) = vc (t), iL (t), ic (t), vf (t), va (t), vb (t)

T

(A.22)

u = (Vin , Vref , Iload )T ;

(A.23)
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(A.24)
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A.3. PIECE-WISE SMOOTH MODEL OF VOLTAGE MODE
CONTROL WITH TYPE-III CONTROLLER
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(A.27)

Note that if the ON-resistances of the MOSFET transistors R1
and R0 are the same, then, A1 = A0 .
The switching conditions at the first and second event are:
h10 (x, t) = Kx(t) + Gu + mramp t + H
h01 (t) = t − T
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(A.28)
(A.29)
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where
K = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

(A.30)

G = (0, 0, 0)

(A.31)

The change of basis matrix is:
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A.4
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(A.32)

Piece-wise smooth model of Peak
current mode control with type-II
controller

The piece-wise smooth model of the system (fig.5.2) is:
(
A0 x(t) + B0 u, if state is 0
dx(t)
=
(A.33)
dt
A1 x(t) + B1 u, if state is 1
where
T
x(t) = vc (t), iL (t), ic (t), va (t), vb (t)
u = (Vin , Vref , Iload )T ;

(A.34)
(A.35)
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A.4. PIECE-WISE SMOOTH MODEL OF PEAK CURRENT
MODE CONTROL WITH TYPE-II CONTROLLER
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(A.39)

Note that if the ON-resistances of the MOSFET transistors R1
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and R0 are the same, then, A1 = A0 .
The switching conditions at the first and second event are:
h10 (x, t) = Kx(t) + Gu + mramp t + H

(A.40)

h01 (t) = t − T

(A.41)

K = (0, Ki , 0, 1, 0)

(A.42)

G = (0, 0, 0)

(A.43)

where

The change of basis matrix is:
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